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SURRENDER 
(Alan Humm) 

 
 

  Where no allure deflects me from your beauty 
    No other sound  distracts me from your voice  
  Where I can finally drop my desperate disillusion(ment) 
    And find me lost within your intimate unknown 
 

   { pre-chorus: } 
      Surrender 
      Surrender 
      Surrender 
    Where all I am is lost in you  

 

    True hidden goal of all my inmost longings 
    Neglected hope in every secret dread  
  The unconcealed and undetected mystery  
    Where hides the unbreakable, invisible thread 
 

   { pre-chorus } 
 

   { refrain: } 
    O Word, before whom all words recoil,1 
    O Wise, before whom all wisdom fails, 
    O True, before whom all truths dissolve  
    Unnamed above all names 
             &  no words  O God  

 
1 The phrase "before whom all words recoil" is borrowed, or stolen 
(depending on your perspective), from the Indian philosopher-poet, 
Śaṅkara. Of course, he had no concept of the divine Word, so 
that juxtaposition is myown. 
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      {  bridge: } 
      Oh I long for the longing beyond all desire 
      The only true lover; the only true fire 
      Consume me beloved—enkindle  my heart 
      This yearning  the fuel awaiting  your spark 
      So slice deep with your blade;  
                                    run me through with your foil 
      Impale me again on your terrible, wonderful sword 
 

   Oh let me so accustom to your brightness 
    That all these trinkets simply fade into the light  
  Washed in that brilliance I will find my rest 
    As all my blind illusions are transfigured into sight 
   { pre-chorus } 
 
{ In foreground during pre-choruses (Surrender, etc.), respectively: } 
  Sometimes you hold your arms so wide 
    we start to wonder where you are 
  And tell ourselves, beyond our sight, 
    we are still resting in those arms 
 
  Sometimes you hold your arms so wide 
    we're forced to wonder where you are 
  We long to look into your eyes 
    where every mystery dissolves 
   
 

    { refrain 2x } 
 


